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A simple genome
We'll first consider a Viral genome.

Characteristics of Viral genomes:
● Small, dense, and tricky 
● Viral genomes code for functional proteins in order to "live", 

but rely on a host's machinery to perform essential functions
● Small genomes (3K - 30K bases) with a few "key" genes
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Today's Virus

SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19
● 29903 bases of the original Wuhan isolate
● 10 (11?) genes, 4 structural, 2 with primary functions
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How viral life works
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Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv3TxtFtCNE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTMXvZ75dY
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Time to get serious
● By next Tuesday's class meeting everyone should set up a Jupyter Notebook 

environment
● Recommend  using Anaconda

https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual
○ Includes an isolated environment, an IDE, common packages, and a package manager

● Will need it for problem sets and exams
● Next Wednesday's office hours will focus 

on helping folks install Jupyter
● COMP555 accounts should be up 

by next Tuesday
● We'll start using Python and Jupyter today.

○ You should go back through today's 
Notebook to verify your setup
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Let's look at a Viral sequence
FASTA is a common format for biological sequences
● Each sequence is preceded by a header line that starts with ‘>’
● Followed by multiple lines of sequence data from a standard alphabet

○ For DNA, alphabet = “ACGT”
○ For RNA, alphabet = “ACGU”
○ For Proteins, alphabet = “ACDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWY” 

● A sequence ends when either another header line 
is reached or the end-of-file

● Multiple sequences per file are allowed
● Sequences are 1-indexed rather than 0-indexed!
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An Example
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“head”, by default 
prints the first 
10 lines of a file 

“tail”, prints the 
last 10 lines
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A little code for reading FASTA
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“splits” the file at every header 
line. Then each of those sections 
is split at each return ‘\n’. “pop()” 
is used to remove the header line. 
The sequence is formed by joining 
together the remaining lines of 
sequences. A “+” is added to the 
front to give the string an offset 
of 1.  
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Let’s take a minute to explore
Genome sequences are best understood by examining substrings

Often we examine all substrings of length k, called k-mers. 

The statististics and patterns of k-mers can shed light on a genome’s organization 
and local function.

Two simple rules to consider:

1) There are 4k possible DNA k-mers
2) A linear sequence of length N has  N - k + 1  k-mers
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ATGGAGAGCCTTGTCCCTGGTTTCAACGAGAAAACA
ATGGAG  CCTTGT  CTGGTT  AACGAG
 TGGAGA  CTTGTC  TGGTTT  ACGAGA
  GGAGAG  TTGTCC  GGTTTC  CGAGAA
   GAGAGC  TGTCCC  GTTTCA  GAGAAA
    AGAGCC  GTCCCT  TTTCAA  AGAAAA
     GAGCCT  TCCCTG  TTCAAC  GAAAAC
      AGCCTT  CCCTGG  TCAACG  AAAACA
       GCCTTG  CCTGGT  CAACGA  

A 36 base sequence has 31, 6-mers

                 (36 - 6 + 1) = 31
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Genome “k-mer” statistics
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There is one 5-mer, 'CGGGG',
missing from this genome

There are nine repeated 24-mers. (
BTW, they are copies of a single 24-mer,
'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
which appears 10 times.)

Let's spend a minute to think 
about how this code works. 
Do you know what a dictionary is? 
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What do k-mer statistics look like?
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Okay, there are 432 6-mers that appear 
only once, 430 that are repeated twice, 
and the fewer and fewer are repeated 3, 
4, 5, and so on.

Meanwhile there are two 6-mers that are 
repeated more than 40 times 
("TTGTTA" 42 times, and "TGTTAA" 41 times)

But are these sorts of counts typical? 
. 
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How does it compare to a random sequence?
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In a random sequence of the same length as 
SARS-CoV-2, there would be far fewer unique 
6-mers (typically around 20). Also, most 6-mers would 
appear approximately 7 times (roughly 29903/4096 = 
7.3 times). 

Also it would be rare for any 6-mer to be repeated 
more than 25 times.

Conclusion… virus sequences aren't random patterns
. 
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Let's look at some key genes
The "Spikes" of the viral envelope seek out 
the ACE2 receptors in order to infect a cell.
Eventually, an immune response is set off.
T-cells find infected cells and kill them,
while noting the antigen that infected 
the cell
B-cells use the knowledge about the 
Spike sequence (acquired from T-cells) 
to generate antibodies that target the 
virus to inactivate it by gumming up 
its receptor interface.
The key point is learning to recognize the 
spike sequence.
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Let's look at some key genes
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The "Spikes" of the viral envelope seek out 
the ACE2 receptors in order to infect a cell.
Eventually, an immune response is set off.
T-cells find infected cells and kill them,
while noting the antigen that infected 
the cell
B-cells use the knowledge about the 
Spike sequence (acquired from T-cells) 
to generate antibodies that target the 
virus to inactivate it by gumming up 
its receptor interface.
The key point is learning to recognize the 
spike sequence.
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How mRNA vaccines work 
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https://youtu.be/z0kfdZ8o_j4https://youtu.be/7DlcRSvuvnw
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How a vaccine works
It we introduce a proxy that "looks" sufficiently like the Spike, then we can set off 
the immune reaction, without having to go through the infection.

From "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine" wikipedia page:
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A look at the Spike, 'S', gene sequence
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A look at the Spike, 'S', gene sequence
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Mapping to Amino Acid Residues
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A dictionary that encodes the CODON 
mappings of DNA nucleotides to 
abbreviations of amino acids.
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"Spike" as a peptide sequence
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But there's a new virus in town
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A few changes can make a huge difference
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Mutation Annotations:

A67V means an A at
position 67 has
mutated to a V

Δ143-145   means that 3
                     residues are deleted
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Next time
We'll go hunting for virus fossils.
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